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OARC MEETING 

January 5th, 7:30pm  
Central Florida Fairgrounds 
YouTube Live and Zoom 

4603 W. Colonial Dr.  
Orlando, FL 32808 
ARRL Testing: 5:30pm  
For information & Updates 
   See www.oarc.org 

OARC Board of Directors 
President: John Knott, N4JTK 
Vice President: Michael Cauley, W4ORL 
Treasurer: Ana Groe, KM4JVE 
Secretary: Bob Nocero, W4KBW 
Directors: 

Bob Cumming, W2BZY 
Frank Gergits, KC9GNQ 
Ed Thralls, NE4H 
Dean Groe, KD4TWJ 
Frank Tagliani, KD4EZW 
James Deuel, N0XIA 

The Listening Post is the OARC 
newsletter for OARC members. The LP 
will be distributed electronically via E-
mail (www.oarc.org). 

Editor: Ed Thralls NE4H. 

Comments, suggestions, and articles are 
welcome.  Send to editors@oarc.org. 

Contributing to this edition: John Knott 
N4JTK, Michael Cauley W4ORL, Bob 
Cumming W2BZY, Rick Peron KM4KQQ 

OARC REPEATERS 
  Call Freq Shift   PL 
KB4UT 146.760 -600 103.5 
K1AA** 147.015 +600 103.5 
** Wires-X Gateway 
D-Star 
K1XC C* 146.820 -600 
K1XC B 443.275 +5MHz 
K1XC A 1275.00 -12 MHz Voice 
K1XC A 1255.00  Simplex  Digital 
W4PLB C* 145.160  +600 
W4PLB B 442.300 +5MHz 
* Linked to reflector REF037C 
All D-star repeaters are connected 
REF037 is sponsored by OARC 
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From the President’s Desk (Continued from Previous Page) 

 
you! Quickly, I want to extend my sincere thanks to our Editor for the Listening Post. 
Each month Ed does awesome work to bring a newsletter together and prepare it for 
publishing it. I’ve said this before, but I know I’m not the easiest person to work with, 
specially keeping up with publication deadlines, but I just want to say thank you for a 
job well done. 
   
A huge shout out to Ana and Christy for putting together another phenomenal 
Christmas Party.  From the food to the desserts and all the wonderful door prizes that 
were assembled. We can’t thank you both enough either! 
  
I also want to say a huge thank you to each of you who attended the Christmas party 
and brought a toy for Toys for Tots.  Because of your generosity again this year, we 
were able to overfill two huge Toy for Tots boxes with toys for the Central Florida area 
kids.  Pictures from the Christmas party will be coming soon. 
   
This Wednesday, January 5th, is our next meeting.  Our topic this month is 
“Introduction to DMR”, with Tim Deagan, KJ8U.  The meeting will be held at the 
Central Florida Fairgrounds and Expo Park, 4603 W. Colonial Dr, Orlando FL 32808. 
The meeting will begin at 7:30pm. Don’t forget about our test session that starts at 
5:30pm, also at the Fairgrounds in the Craft Building. 
 
I have been asked many times over the past month and a half if the February 
meeting will be the Wednesday night of HamCation®.  This year, the first Wednesday 
of February falls a full week before the Wednesday of HamCation®.  The meeting will 
be at the Fairgrounds still, but in the Craft Building as we have been having it, at 
7:30pm on February 2nd.   However, I will let you in on just a very quick hint, watch 
for an exciting announcement about the Wednesday night of HamCation® coming 
soon! Shhhh, don’t let the secret get out!    
  
73 
John Knott, N4JTK 

 
 

January Meeting Information 
The November meeting of the Orlando Amateur Radio Club will be on Wednesday 
January 5, 2022.  It will be held in the Craft Building at the Central Florida 
Fairgrounds, 4603 West Colonial Dr, Orlando FL 32808.  This will our last club 
meeting for the year 2021.  Hope you will consider being at the meeting in person.  
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All indicators for COVID are looking good.  Positivity rate is nearing 5%.  If you wish, 
wear a mask; several of us will be wearing a mask too. 

The meeting will begin at 7:30pm.  There is an Amateur Radio Test Session at the 
same location at 5:30pm.  Take the Technician Class, General Class, and/or Extra 
Class exams.  For more information, go to www.oarc.org/events-ve-testing  

The Craft Building is where the gold star is on the map on the next page.  Please 
enter/exit the fairgrounds at the East gate (green starburst) and please park in one of 
the two fields with the green check marks.  
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HamCation® Chairman News 
(by Michael Cauley, W4ORL) 

Greetings Everyone 

We are a little over a month away from HamCation® 2022.  First let me say THANK 
YOU to everyone who has already volunteered for HamCation®.  It takes an army of 
volunteers to put on HamCation® each year and we are a little short yet of achieving 
that army!  Let me remind you that you can earn a free admission ticket to 
HamCation® by volunteering just 4 hours.  You can also earn a meal ticket by 
volunteering 8 hours in one day.  

Remember we start setting up at the Fairgrounds the Tuesday before HamCation® 
weekend.  That means you can volunteer Tuesday, Wednesday, and/or Thursday for 
at least 4 hours and still get a free admission ticket to HamCation®. Plus, keep track 
of your hours that you volunteer for HamCation® and choose a 501c3 organization 
(including ham clubs) that you want to donate your hours to.  After HamCation® is 
over, HamCation® will provide a donation to your 501c3 organization for the total 
hours you volunteered. It is a win for you and a win of the 501c3 of your choice!  

Look at www.HamCation.com/hamcation-volunteer. This is where you can sign up to 
be a volunteer.  If you don’t know which area you want to volunteer for, look for the 
Volunteer Position descriptions just above the form in the blue links.   

With this year being the ARRL National Convention AND the 75th anniversary of 
Orlando HamCation®, advance tickets sales have been huge.  Surely you do not want 
to count our chickens before they hatch, but if this trend keeps going HamCation® will 
be really good this year. 

I am still looking for a Publications Chairperson; they will need to create HamCation® 
onsite fliers and program and any other publication needs. Also, I am looking for a 
Talk-in Chairperson; this person should have area knowledge of central Florida. Keep 
up with road closures during the event. Communicate information over our talk-in 
frequency and in-charge of setting up the station at HamCation®. 

I’m going to have a big announcement about the Wednesday before HamCation® real 
soon, so stay tuned! You don’t want to miss out on the fun!  

73 

Michael Cauley, W4ORL 
2022 HamCation® General Chairman 
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Orlando Amateur Radio Club Needs Volunteers 
to Staff the OARC Booth 

(By Rick Peron, KM4KQQ) 
 

OARC will have a booth next year at HamCation 2022 for the first time and we are 
looking for 10 - 12 members to help set up and staff the table each day. 
 
We will set up in the main exposition hall on Thursday, Feb 10th around 2:00 PM for 
maybe an hour and we need volunteers to help with that.  
 
Nothing heavy, just the table, backdrop, setting the printed materials out, power 
hookups and making sure the Wi-Fi connection is good to the payment tablets, etc. 
 
The booth will be staffed by a minimum of 2 people on 2 shifts each: Fri and Sat, 
8:45 AM - 12:45 pm and 12:45 PM - 5:15 PM, and on Sun 8:45 AM to 2:30 PM. 
 
If you would like to help, send an email to Membership@oarc.org with your name, 
contact e-mail and phone number, and which shift you would be willing to volunteer. 
 
Once the membership committee receives that info, we will contact you for 
scheduling, finalizing it in mid-January of 2022. 
 
If you work the booth for 4 hours, you will get a free entry ticket to HamCation and if 
you work 8 hours in a day, we will gladly feed you in the Volunteers’ Lounge. 
 
This will be our moment to shine, bring more people into the club and have fun at the 
same time. 

 
Dayton Hamvention Expects to be  

Live Event in 2022 
(The ARRL Letter for December 2, 2021) 

Dayton Hamvention® organizers are planning to mount an in-person show in 2022, 
the first following 2 years of COVID-related cancellations. The event is set for May 20 
- 22 at the Greene County Fairgrounds and Expo Center in Xenia, Ohio. Last January, 
Hamvention organizers from the sponsoring Dayton Amateur Radio Association 
(DARA) announced they were calling off the 2021 event after considerable planning 
was already under way. The Hamvention Executive Committee cited lagging COVID-
19 vaccine distribution in the US and the emergence of a more communicable form of 
the virus. 

Southgate Amateur Radio News quoted Hamvention General Chairman Rick Allnutt, 
WS8G, as saying that Hamvention committees "have been meeting, and volunteers 
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are committed to making up for the time lost to pandemic cancellations." The 
Hamvention website is 
already accepting 
bookings from vendors 
and inside exhibitors, 
and individual visitors 
can already buy tickets, 
which Allnutt said, "are 
all printed and ready to 
go." 
 

Nominations for the 2022 Hamvention Awards opened on November 1. Hamvention 
seeks "the best of the best" nominees for its Technical Achievement, Special 
Achievement, Amateur of the Year, and Club of the Year awards. Nominations close 
on February 15, 2022. Submit nomination forms via email or USPS to Hamvention 
Awards Committee, Box 964, Dayton, OH 45401-0964. The 2022 Dayton Hamvention 
is an ARRL-sanctioned event.  

 
ARISS Receives Generous ARDC Grant for 

ARISS STEREO Education Project 
(The ARRL Letter for November 4, 2021) 

Best known for arranging amateur radio contacts between students and astronauts, 
Amateur Radio on the International Space Station (ARISS) has announced that it's 
received a generous grant to fund its "Student and Teacher Education via Radio 
Experimentation and Operations" (STEREO) project. 
The 5-year Amateur Radio Digital Communications 
(ARDC) grant totaling nearly $1.3 million will fund 
three distinct initiatives that will enable ARISS to 
sustain and improve science, technology, electronics, 
arts, and technology (STEAM) educational outcomes. 

For Part 1 of the project, ARISS is developing a 
wireless electronics technology kit called "SPARKI," or 
"Space Pioneers Amateur Radio Kit Initiative," for use 
with middle and high school students. This ARDC grant 
will take SPARKI from prototype to operational phase. 
ARISS would then deploy these kits among a selected 
set of formal and informal education organizations that 
are planning future ARISS radio contacts. 
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In Part 2 -- "Educate the Educator," ARISS will conduct 
educator workshops for a selected set of educators to 
help them seamlessly employ SPARKI in their education 
environment and allow ARISS to receive their feedback 
and ideas. To be successful, ARISS must create 
awareness of amateur radio, ARISS, and SPARKI among 
prospective formal and informal educators. 

For Part 3, over its 5-year lifetime, the grant will also 
support some of the many costs involved with ARISS 
contact operations between students and astronauts 
aboard the ISS. 

ARISS-USA Executive Director Frank Bauer, KA3HDO, 
said ARISS is extremely excited about the new 5-year 
initiative. "It will be a STEAM education game-changer 
and represents a key element of our ARISS 2.0 vision," 
Bauer said. "Most importantly, it brings wireless 
technologies and amateur radio into our ARISS formal 
and informal classrooms. We thank ARDC for their 
interest and support and look forward to working with 

them on this incredible initiative." 

ARDC's mission is to support, promote, and enhance digital communication and 
broader communication science and technology, to promote amateur radio, scientific 
research, experimentation, education, development, 
open access, and innovation in information and 
communication technology. ARDC grants target 
projects and organizations that follow amateur 
radio's practice and tradition of technical 
experimentation that has led to broad advances for 
the  

benefit of the public. These include mobile phone and 
wireless internet technology. ARDC envisions a world 
where technology is available through open-source 
hardware and software, and where anyone has the 
ability to innovate upon it. 

In the last 2 decades, more than 1,400 ARISS ham 
radio contacts have connected more than a million 
students using amateur radio with millions of others watching, listening, and learning. 
ARISS is constantly pursuing opportunities to enhance and sustain its educational 
capabilities and outcomes. 

ARISS-USA Executive 
Director Frank Bauer, 
KA3HDO. 

A young student asks her 
question of an astronaut on 
board the ISS. [Photo 
courtesy of ARISS] 
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AMSAT-NA Elects Officers, Discusses Ongoing 
and Future Satellite Projects 

(The ARRL Letter of November 12, 2021) 

AMSAT-NA President Robert Bankston, KE4AL, told the 2021 AMSAT Dr. Tom Clark, 
K3IO, Memorial Space Symposium on October 30 that the organization is looking 
ahead to future satellite missions but will "go commercial" in order to keep enough 
satellites in space. Bankston, who was re-elected at a virtual Board meeting on 

October 29, said AMSAT is in solid financial position 
and donations are "healthy." Bankston said 
membership numbers are holding strong, with more 
than 4,000 members in 76 countries, and that recent 
administrative modernization has reduced overhead 
costs by more than 30%. 

Vice President-Development Frank Karnauskas, N1UW, 
noted that, despite AMSAT's solid financial standing, additional funds are needed to 
design, build, and launch satellites. Consequently, AMSAT is ramping up its grant-
writing efforts, applying for grants from philanthropic organizations and corporate 
sponsors. 

Bankston said AMSAT's strategic plan prioritizes putting satellites into high-Earth 
orbits. He also summarized the GOLF (Greater Orbit, 
Larger Footprint) initiative as part of its plan to reach 
higher orbits. AMSAT will not be giving up on low-
Earth satellites (FM CubeSats), however. "FM satellites 
are very important and can serve as a stepping stone 
to more sophisticated spacecraft," Bankston said. AO-
91 and AO-92 are "living on borrowed time," so new 
initiatives are in order. 

Bankston said purchasing commercial satellites can shorten the development time. 
AMSAT plans to purchase a v/U 1U FM CubeSat, powered by four lithium-ion cells, but 
the Board said 90% of funding would have to be obtained from external sources. This 
would not be a permanent approach, however. 

Bankston said the organization will be seeking additional volunteers to put its plans 
into action. "Any expansion of the strategic plan will need more volunteers," Bankston 
said, adding that current volunteers "are pretty much at full bandwidth."  

Vice President-Engineering Jerry Buxton, N0JY, reviewed satellite projects in the 
pipeline. These include providing a linear transponder module to the University of 
Maine for its MESAT1, set to launch in 2022. 
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The GOLF-TEE (Technology Evaluation Environment) 
CubeSat is under construction and has been added to 
a launch manifest tentatively for summer of 2022. 
Supply chain issues are impacting construction. 
GOLF-1 is planned for delivery 1 year after the 
completion of GOLF-TEE. 

Bankston mentioned new regulations that will govern 
satellite launches in the future. The Orbital Debris 
Assessment Regulations (ODAR) complicate the 
design and licensing of the GOLF 3U platforms, 
however. 

The 2021 AMSAT Dr. Tom Clark, K3IO, Memorial 
Space Symposium and Annual General Meeting is 

available on AMSAT's YouTube channel. 

 
ARRL Concurs with Two FCC WRC-23 Advisory 

Committee Draft Positions 
(The ARRL Letter for October 28, 2021) 

ARRL has said it agrees with the draft positions of the FCC's World 
Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) Advisory Committee (WAC) on WRC-23 
agenda items 1.13 and 9.1 (Topic A). ARRL is represented on the WAC and 
participating in its work. The FCC International Bureau issued a call for comments 
earlier this year. 

With respect to agenda item 1.12, ARRL recommends that the US 
support "studies and possible consideration of a new allocation to the 
Earth Exploration-Satellite Service (Active) on a secondary basis 
within the frequency range of 40 - 50 MHz" for spaceborne radar 
sounders. 

"Our support for the draft recommendation is conditioned on 
explicitly including in the recommendation the need to provide 
protection and not impose constraints on incumbent services in 
adjacent frequency bands," ARRL said. "Our expectation is that such 
studies will identify the capability and adequate means to protect the 
weak-signal operations of the Amateur Radio Service on the adjacent 
50 - 54 MHz band without imposing any restraint on those 
operations, if the need to use this spectrum for spaceborne radar 
sounders is confirmed." 

AMSAT Vice President-
Engineering (and Board 
member) Jerry Buxton, 
N0JY. 
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In its remarks, ARRL noted Draft Preliminary Views on WRC-23, WAC-23/034 
(13.09.2021) appended to the FCC's Request for Comment that use of 50 - 54 MHz by 
radio amateurs was recently studied and documented in ITU-Radiocommunication 
Report M.2478-0, "Spectrum needs for the amateur service in the frequency band 50 
- 54 MHz in Region 1 and sharing with mobile, fixed, radiolocation, and broadcasting 
services." 

ARRL also expressed its support for the WAC's draft recommendation on Agenda Item 
9.1, Topic A, Space Weather Sensors. The agenda item calls on the Conference to 
consider and approve the Report of the Director of the ITU Radiocommunication 
Bureau reviewing the results of studies relating to space weather sensors "with a view 
to describing appropriate recognition and protection ... without placing additional 
constraints on incumbent services." 

The WAC draft recommendation is that the view of the US be "that changes to the 
Radio Regulations are outside the scope of Agenda Item 9.1" and that the US express 
its support for "conducting the studies called for in Resolution 657 (Rev. WRC-19)." 

"Completion and consideration of these studies are essential to achieving the desired 
objective of not placing any additional constraints on incumbent services," ARRL said. 

ARRL represents the interests of radio amateurs through its participation on World 
Radiocommunications Conference and FCC advisory committees. 

 

3Y0J DXpedition to Bouvet Island Confirms 
November 2022 Activation 

(The ARRL Letter for October 28, 2021) 
The 3Y0J Bouvet Island DXpedition team says that with its first deposit on its contract 
to have the SS Marama provide transportation to Bouvet, it has confirmed its plans to 
activate the second most-wanted DXCC entity in 
November 2022. 

"It is a huge task and undertaking to go to Bouvet, and 
we still critically need additional upfront support to close 
the budget," said the amateur radio DXpeditions team of 
co-leaders Ken Opskar, LA7GIA; Rune Øye, LA7THA, and 
Erwann Merrien, LB1QI. The DXpedition announced that 
two more operators will join the adventure, taking the 
number to 13. 

Dave Jorgensen, WD5COV, is an avid DXer and 
experienced DXpeditioner. He is vice president of the 
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Intrepid-DX Group, which had hoped to mount a DXpedition to Bouvet before its plans 
broke down. 

The second new team member, identified as Peter, is described as "an experienced 
captain and expedition leader." He will oversee the Zodiac landings and serve as a 
digital mode (FT#) operator. 

"Our preparation for Bouvet includes planning, constructing, and testing a system for 
landing Zodiacs safely, [and] this will be tested in rough sea in Norway before and 
after Christmas," the 3Y0J team said in its news release. 

"We plan for safely landing the Zodiacs in different 
manners also with some swell, unmanned, and with 
less risk for operators. And we prepare for the event 
that Zodiacs are capsizing, and we still can retrieve 
the equipment. We have done the first prelim sea 
trials of the Zodiac equipment in Norway and will 
continue sea trials to further mature the concept." 

According to the announcement, the team plans to 
use a gasoline-engine powered winch to lift 
equipment up a cliff to the operating site. This will 
also be tested in Norway. "We plan to access the 25-
foot cliff with professionals means and, if needed, 

prepare for climbing and bolting a short route to gain access." 

 

DHS Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 
Agency (CISA) Auxiliary Communications 
(AUXCOMM) Training Course 7-9 February 
2022 in cooperation with the 75th Orlando 

Hamcation® - Orlando, Florida 
(The ARES Letter for December 15, 2021) 

The DHS/CISA Auxiliary Communications Training Course will be conducted February 
7-9, 2022, in cooperation with the 75th Orlando HamCation™ in Orlando, Florida (30 
student maximum capacity). This class is designed for auxiliary communicators 
(AUXCOMM) and other communications groups who volunteer to provide backup radio 
communications support to public safety agencies. This typically includes volunteer 
amateur radio communicators from such organizations as SATERN, the Red Cross, 
REACT, and others. This class is free to anyone accepted into the course. 

Bouvet Island. [Courtesy of 
the Norwegian Polar 
Institute] 
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This course focuses on auxiliary communications 
interoperability, the relationship between the 
Communications Leader (COML) and AUXCOMM 
volunteers, emergency operations center (EOC) 
etiquette, on-the-air etiquette, Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) rules and 
regulations, auxiliary communications training and 
planning, and emergency communications 
deployment. The course is intended to supplement 
and standardize a volunteer operator's experience 
and knowledge of emergency amateur radio 
communications in a public safety context. 

Prerequisites for Attendance 

Personal experience: A valid/signed FCC amateur radio license; Past experience in 
auxiliary emergency communications; An affiliation with a public safety agency 
(served agency); A desire to work with COMLs in a NIMS ICS environment. Must have 
completed the following online courses from the FEMA EMI website: IS-100, 
Introduction to the ICS; IS-200, ICS for Single Resources and Initial Incidents; IS-
700, National Incident Management System (NIMS), an Introduction; IS-800, 
National Response Framework (NRF).  

How to Apply: Send an email with the below listed information to: 
TrainingRequest@commscollabcenter.com Subject Line: [Last Name] Application for 
HAMCATION AUXCOMM Course 2022. Text of email: Applicant's name; the name of 
the public safety agency you are, or will be, supporting; the public safety agency's 
email address; the agency's point of contact name and their email and phone 
number. Attach completion certificates for all courses 
listed above. Applications will be considered 
incomplete if any of the prerequisite course completion 
certificates are missing from the email. All applications 
and other requested documents must be received by 
close of business on Friday, January 28, 2022. The first 
30 qualified applicants will be notified that they are 
registered once the appropriate information has been 
received. Selected individuals will be notified of the 
course location/schedule once their registration is 
approved. Questions regarding the course prerequisites should be directed to CISA by 
contacting John Peterson via email at AUXCOMM@cisa.dhs.gov 

 

DHS Auxcomm Course 
Graduates, Orlando, Florida, 
2016. 
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DXpeditioner Says Operating from Crozet is 
Limited by Nature 

(The ARRL Letter for November 12, 2021) 
The recent announcement of a pending 3-month DXpedition to 
activate Crozet Island (FT5W) in 2022 - 2023 has generated 
enthusiasm within the DX community. Right on the heels of the 
announcement, the Northern California DX Foundation (NCDXF) 
pledged $20,000 to support the DXpedition. The point person for 
the planned event, Thierry Mazel, F6CUK, wants to temper any 
overblown expectations, as demand will be extremely high for the 
third most-wanted DXCC entity -- right behind North Korea and 
Bouvet Island. Thierry says nature-related factors, including 
climate, will dictate the manner in which the DXpedition takes place. 

"The wind blows almost constantly at 70 kilometers per hour (43 MPH), with gusts 
that can reach 150 kilometers per hour (93 MPH) within a few minutes," Thierry and 
co-planner Paul Granger, F6EXV, said in a recent news release. "There are no real 
seasons on Crozet, so these conditions apply all year long, even if, during the austral 
summer, nicer days can be expected." 

Added to the possibility of gale or hurricane-force winds, the "fairly hard" volcanic 
rock that covers the archipelago and "very strict rules" in place to protect fauna and 
flora, will severely restrict the sorts of antennas that might be deployed. "For bird 
protection, antennas, guy wires, and anything that could be an obstacle are 
forbidden," Thierry and Granger said. Just securing guy lines for a four-square would 

require more than 30 concrete blocks, [because] 
digging holes is not permitted. The original idea to 
erect four-square arrays for 40 and 20 meters was 
refused, they said. The French Austral Islands are 
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage sites and 
declared as protected areas. 

"The only possibility that the administration allowed, 
was to have an [antenna] attachment point to an 
existing building and have wire 

antennas from there," Thierry and Granger said. "No 
beam! This is clearly stated in the permit we 
received." 

As if those weren't enough roadblocks, any 

The Crozet Islands 
archipelago. [Photo 
courtesy of Discover 
France] 
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equipment brought onto the island must be thoroughly cleaned to prevent the 
introduction of pollen, seeds, or non-native organisms. 

DXpedition planners are pondering the "best solution for the best antenna possible." 

The last ham radio activity from Crozet was in 2009 by Florentin Bard, F4DYW, who 
operated as FT5WQ. Contrary to earlier accounts, the DXpedition has not announced 
its call sign, which will not be made public in advance. The solo DXpedition in 2022 - 
2023 is anticipated to cost as much as $58,000. 

The Twitter account is @crozet2022, and a website is expected to be online soon. 
When it's up and running, it will include details of how donated funds will be applied. 
Thierry has pledged that all contributions will be refunded if the operation does not 
take place. 

 

Senator Blumenthal Supports Amateur Radio 
at Senate Confirmation Hearing 

(The ARRL Letter for December 9, 2021) 
Senator Richard Blumenthal (CT) received an affirmative reply from FCC Chairwoman 
Jessica Rosenworcel when he asked her to commit to providing his office "an update 
on the steps that the FCC is taking to support amateur radio operators." The Senator 
posed the written  

question as part of Rosenworcel's renomination hearing 
conducted by the Senate Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation Committee. 

Blumenthal noted specifically that "Radio amateurs 
voluntarily provide an array of public services, especially 
emergency and disaster-related support communications 
when infrastructure has been destroyed by a hurricane or 
similar disaster. Their contributions in this area are 
regularly recognized by local and state authorities." 

"ARRL is grateful to Senator Blumenthal for his support and 
recognition of radio amateurs," said ARRL President Rick 
Roderick, K5UR. Blumenthal has previously co-sponsored 
legislation supporting amateur radio, and his staff was 
recently briefed by ARRL on pending amateur radio matters 
at the FCC. Roderick added, "We need the partnership of 
the FCC and Congress to ensure our rules and spectrum continue to support the 
march of technological innovation in our vibrant Amateur Radio Service." 

US Senator Richard 
Blumenthal 
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Multiple proceedings to update or change the FCC's Amateur Radio Service Part 97 
rules to account for changes in technology and operating practices have been 
languishing at the FCC, some going back five or more years. ARRL is hopeful that 
these will be addressed soon. 

 

World's Smallest Moon Lander from Japan will 
Put Ham Radio Transmitter on the Moon 

(The ARRL Letter for December 9, 2021) 
Japan's OMOTENASHI, the world's smallest moon lander, will have an X-band and 
UHF communication system, although it will not carry an amateur band transponder. 
OMOTENASHI is a 6U CubeSat set for launch via a NASA SLS rocket as early as 
February 2022. It will have a mission period of from 4 to 5 days. The name is an 
acronym for Outstanding Moon Exploration Technologies 
demonstrated by Nano  

Semi-Hard Impactor. Wataru Torii of the Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency (JAXA) Ham Radio Club, JQ1ZVI, said 
radio amateurs can play a role in gathering data from the 
spacecraft. 

The spacecraft is made up of two separable components, 
both having independent communication systems -- an 
orbiting module and a surface probe. The orbiting module 
will take the surface probe to the moon. It will transmit 
beacon or digital telemetry data on UHF (437.31 MHz). 
The surface probe -- the moon lander -- will transmit 
digital telemetry or three-axis acceleration analog-wave with FM modulation on UHF 
(437.41 MHz). Transmitter power will be 1 W in both cases. 

"If we succeed in receiving the UHF signal from the surface probe, we could know the 
acceleration data on the impact on the moon and the success of the landing 
sequence," Torii explained. 

"We already have a station for uplink and downlink at Wakayama in Japan -- used as 
an EME [moonbounce] station. However, if the satellite is invisible from Japan, we 
cannot receive the downlink signal. So, we need a lot of help from ham radio stations 
worldwide."  

The orbiting module beacon will transmit on 437.31 MHz using PSK31. The surface 
probe beacon will transmit on 437.41 MHz using FM, PSK31, and PCM-PSK/PM. 
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WORD TO THE WISE 
(The ARRL Contest Update for September 29, October 14, November 10, 24,  

December 8, 2021) 

Dummy Load 

A device, usually representing a 50-ohm resistance, that is used in lieu of an antenna 
for transmitter testing or measurement purposes. Note that a transmitted signal will 
likely still be radiated when using a dummy load, though at reduced levels. There are 
many anecdotes of operators inadvertently working stations using a dummy load. 
Some types of dummy loads are used as intentional radiators, for example, lightbulbs 
are used in the Lightbulb QSO Party . 

W/VE Stations 

Often when reading rules for a specific contest, you'll see language like "W/VE 
Stations work DX stations; DX stations work everyone." I've been asked on several 
occasions, "What's a W/VE station?" W/VE stations are those stations located in the 
United States and Canada, while DX stations are the rest of the world. Be careful 
though, in some contests Alaska, Hawaii and the US territories are considered DX 
(such as ARRL International DX contest), and others they are considered W/VE (such 
as ARRL Sweepstakes). 

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) 

Coordinated Universal Time, or UTC, is the primary time standard by which the world 
regulates clocks and time. It is within about 1 second of mean solar time at 0° 
longitude and is not adjusted for daylight saving time. It is effectively a successor to 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

You may be asking yourself why the abbreviation is "UTC" and not "CUT." This 
abbreviation comes as a result of the International Telecommunication Union and the 
International Astronomical Union wanting to use the same abbreviation in all 
languages. English speakers originally proposed CUT (for "coordinated universal 
time"), while French speakers proposed TUC (for "temps universel coordonné"). The 
compromise that emerged was UTC. 

CQ 

"Calling any station" is the general call when requesting a conversation with anyone. 
Like many other telegraph terms that originated on the landlines, CQ was brought 
over into radio and used as a general call to all ships by the Marconi Company. Other 
companies used "KA" until the London Convention of 1912, which adopted CQ as the 
international general call or "attention" signal. 
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But why the letters CQ? From the French, sécurité (which means "safety" or as 
intended here, "pay attention"). The pronunciation of the first two syllables sounds 
like the English letters C and Q, which led to "CQ" becoming a call to attention for all 
stations. 

Multi-Channel Decoder 

A device such as CW Skimmer software that provides information about the identity 
and frequency of contest station transmissions. Software that displays multiple 
decoded signals at the same time is considered to be a multi-channel decoder. 

 

Twelve Tips for New Contesters and Those 
with Modest Stations 
(The ARRL Letter for November 12, 2021) 

Former ARRL Headquarters employee turned ham radio retailer John "Bee" 
Bartscherer, N1GNV, considers himself a casual contester with a 100 W transceiver 
and a wire antenna. As the fall and winter contest season begins, he shared 12 
operating tips for new contesters and those with modest stations. 

1. Read the contest rules. Know which bands are in play, your entry category, 
and the contest exchange. 

2. Use a logging program. Quite a few options are out there. Bee's personal 
choice is N1MM Logger+. It's free, has an amazing array of features, and it's 
updated regularly. Most current logging software will interface with just about 
any modern HF radio. 

3. More operating time means more contacts. Get rid of any distractions, such 
as texting, TV, and email, and concentrate on making contacts. However, Bee 
does suggest taking breaks. For 5 minutes each hour, get up, stretch, hydrate, 
and get some fresh air. 

4. Set achievable goals. If you're not an experienced contester with a well-
equipped station (yet), it's not likely that you'll win a contest. Instead of trying 
to win, aim to beat your score from last year's contest, try to work DXCC in a 
weekend, or try to outscore fellow club members. 

5. Study propagation forecasts. Get a sense of what bands are likely to be open 
to areas you want to work and when. This will help you come up with a basic 
operating strategy. Band openings can occur at any time, so if you're operating 
in a category that 
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6. allows it, keep an eye on the DX cluster 
to find out when a DX station is on the 
air. 

7. Don't waste time in pileups. Early on 
in a contest, don't waste a lot of time 
trying to break the pileup. Try a call or 
two, but if you don't succeed, move on 
and try again later. 

8. Work multipliers. Most contests include 
multipliers in their scoring system, which 
can help to boost your score. Typically, 
you multiply your contact points by the 
number of multipliers (Sections, states, 
DXCC entities, grid squares) to determine your total score. 

9. Know your radio's knobs. Familiarize yourself with your radio's front-panel 
controls, as well as any functions that may be hidden in a menu. Just about 
every radio has an attenuator, preamplifier, RF gain control, noise blanker, and, 
frequently, noise reduction. Most will also include an IF shift or passband 
tuning. Try turning off the preamplifier and turning on some attenuation. This 
may seem counterintuitive, but if a station sounds loud, chances are you're also 
loud to them. Reducing RF gain can also knock down strong, close-in 
interference, so you can hear (and contact) weaker stations that may be 
drowned out by stronger ones. 

10. Use standard phonetics. Cute phonetics might be okay to use on your 
local repeater, but in a contest, other stations will be listening for standard 
phonetics. Even though phonetics can vary, it's important to be consistent. 

11. Listen before calling. Make sure you correctly copy the other station's 
call sign and exchange, which you can enter in your log while waiting in line 
(this is especially valuable during the ARRL November Sweepstakes, where the 
exchange is more than a simple signal report). Listen to the other operator's 
pattern (saying "QRZ?" after each contact, for example). Make sure you're 
transmitting when the other station is listening. -- Adapted from The ARRL 
Contest Update 

12. Take the time to speak clearly and slowly so that potential QSOs are 
not lost because the caller is not able to understand what the operator is 
saying. 

 

 

 

Contesting at W9SN. 
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OPERATING TIP 
(The ARRL Contest Update for September 29, October 14, November 10,  2021) 

It's Okay to Use Visual Aids 

When using a club call sign, or when you're in a phone contest with an unfamiliar or 
complicated exchange, it's okay to write the call sign and exchange on a piece of 
paper to reference during the contest. Use painter's tape to stick it to the computer 
monitor just under the screen. Low-tech, effective, and easy to update. 

Log those "dupes" 

Many contesters have emailed me asking about how to handle "dupes" (duplicate 
contacts) in contest logs. Often, they're concerned that they will be penalized for 
including such contacts in their logs. While you won't receive any points for duplicate 
contacts, there are no extra penalties assessed for including them in your log. If you 
work a dupe, just log them, and move on. Leaving both contacts in your log ensures 
that you don't receive a NIL (not-in-log) penalty if the station that was a "dupe" in 
your log didn't log the first contact with you for some reason 

Contesting Tips 

Finally -- this is a hobby. It's supposed to be FUN!! Enjoy the contest, and I hope to 
work you on all the bands." 

 

CONVERSATION 
(The ARRL Contest Update for September 29, 2021) 

 

Cut Contacts 

Cut numbers are used to numerical elements that are part of some contest 
exchanges. Most CW contesters don't think twice about sending 5NN, saving 6 dash-
times by not sending 599. Operating in last CQ WW RTTY Contest reminded me of the 
trend to minimize the back-and-forth sequence with various smart macros for RTTY. 
The normal sequence of a contact goes like this: 

N9ADG: CQ TEST N9ADG CQ 
K7RU: K7RU K7RU 
N9ADG: K7RU 599 03 WA 03 WA 
K7RU: 599 03 WA 03 WA 
N9ADG: TU N9ADG CQ 
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One technique that has been accepted for a while now is to chain the confirmation of 
one contact with the signal report for another with a RTTY macro: 

N9ADG: CQ TEST N9ADG CQ 
K7RU: K7RU K7RU 
KZ1W: KZ1W KZ1W 
N9ADG: K7RU 599 03 WA 03 WA 
K7RU: 599 03 WA 03 WA 
N9ADG: TU K7RU NOW KZ1W 599 03 WA 599 03 

...Contact with KZ1W proceeds 

Usually operators using N1MM Logger+ have the <F12> key set up to substitute for 
<F3>, using some variation of {LOGTHENGRAB}TU NOW {F4}{F5}{RX} ! for the 
actual macro. 

I'm finding increasing numbers of stations using a different technique -- "cutting" one 
"over" completely out, by sending their call and exchange, not just their callsign, in 
response to a CQ. Like this: 

N9ADG: CQ TEST N9ADG CQ 
K7RU: N9ADG K7RU 599 03 WA 

Didn't copy it all? Got a different report than you expected from a previous contact 
with this station? Just ignore the report and force them into the traditional exchange. 
But hey, we all have computers now for logging, especially for RTTY. We know that 
we've worked that station as we enter the call sign. The previous contact information 
shows up because our logging computers do this for us. As operators, all we need to 
do is confirm that the exchange matches the one they gave us the last time, and 
respond thusly: 

N9ADG: K7RU 599 03 WA TU N9ADG CQ 

And... we’re done with that contact. Both stations have sent their exchange. Both 
stations have copied the exchange. 

The last time I mentioned this a few years ago (yes, it's been around for a while), I 
got some feedback that this is not to be encouraged. But... why not? The rules don't 
specify that a minimum number of transmissions must occur for the exchange, and 
the exchanges are being exchanged. If used correctly, it can save time. In N1MM 
Logger+, the running station can answer this easily by pressing <F5> <F2> <F3> 
keys and letting the macros do the work. 

Sure, this isn't the "traditional" way of doing the exchange. But if someone is going to 
claim "tradition" as a reason to not do it, I want to see them use a mechanical RTTY 
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machine in the next contest. Our RTTY equipment has evolved, this is a human 
operator adaptation to having these capabilities. 

On a personal note: When I became the Editor of the Contest Update in May 2015, I 
did so because I was a real fan of the publication that Ward, N0AX, had been putting 
together for 12+ years, originally as the Contest Rate Sheet. I found that the mix of 
topics that were contest-related was just the thing to keep the contesting spirit going 
between events. In the 6 years that I've been the Editor, I've learned that the Contest 
Update only works because of the input and support of ARRL, contest clubs, 
companies, and individuals in bringing you the biweekly issues. 

Earlier this year, I expressed my interest to ARRL to continue to keep the Contest 
Update fresh by giving someone else a chance to entertain and inform you as its 
Editor. In August, the plan came together as Paul, N1SFE, ARRL's Contest Program 
Manager, was tapped as the next Contest Update Editor, starting in October. 

That time is now here. This is my last issue as your Editor. 

I have especially appreciated your support as readers and will miss my every-other-
Wednesday-morning inbox where your emails arrive in response to the previous 
night's issue. 

Radio-wise, I'm planning on a personal uptick in contest participation this fall and 
have a few projects that will finally get finished. 

See you in the next contest! 

--Brian N9ADG 

(Note: next month, Paul N1SFE will be replacing Brian as editor of the Contest Update 
at ARRL.  Source: The ARRL Contest Update for October 14, 2021) 

 

Swap/Shop/Sell/Trade 

in The Listening Post 
 
This is the opportunity for you to list your amateur radio related items you either have 
for sale, swap or trade.  Listings must be of a non-commercial nature.  Pictures of the 
items can be included.  
 
OARC has vacated a storage unit recently and have several items 
FOR SALE that need a new home.  Reach out to jdeuel@oarc.org 
you are interested. 
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This is a Cushcraft MA5V vertical 10 
through 20 meter vertical that sells in 
today’s market for $359.95. 
http://www.hampedia.net/antennas/cushc
raft/ma5v.php     
https://www.dxengineering.com/parts/csh
-ma5va  
Asking $100. 

 
 

For sale is a 20 meter band 3-element 
yagi made by Hy-Gain, model LJ-203BA. 
https://mfjenterprises.com/products/lj-
203ba  Today’s price is $399.95.  
It comes with a pvc pipe with caps for 
storage. This was a field day antenna that 
was used at least three times I think and 
stored in the pvc tube when not in use.  
 
Asking $200. The picture shows the 
manual, but the pvc tube (just to the right 
of the manual) was not unpacked. The 
antenna is in that tube. 
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There are three Hex Beams for sale on 
three bands. The company is no longer in 
business, and I really can’t put a price on 
them. Most today are multi band and go 
for $900.  So I guess $150 per band? 
This is a link to an 11m Hex Beam as an 
example, 
https://www.radiowavz.com/product/senti
nel-hex-beam-11-m-single-band/85  
 
10 Meters (left) – asking $50 
15 Meters (center) – asking $50 
20 Meters (right) – asking $60 and needs 
some work, but functional. 
We have them, but they are still in the 
packages that houses them for storage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This antenna is believed to a 10 meter 3 
element beam. I don’t know who makes 
it. My guess it is Cushcraft, 
https://mfjenterprises.com/collections/cus
hcraft/products/ten-3  
(Please ignore the gas cans) 
 
It is a little weathered 
Asking $45 
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OARC will not be responsible for any claims that are made in the listings. OARC 
reserves the right to reject a submitted item if it is deemed to be inappropriate. 
A listing will not be repeated from month to month unless it is resubmitted. 
 
Be sure to include your full name, call, and contact information, along with an exact 
description of the item. 
 
Send your amateur radio related items by email directly to: James Deuel, 
N0XIA, jdeuel@oarc.org in the following format: 
 
Name, Callsign, Contact information (phone number and/or e-mail address) 
Item #1:  (Description)  Asking price:  $ 
Item #2:  (Description)  Asking price: $ 
Or 
Looking for (description) and willing to pay up to $ 
 
Any item received after the 20th of the month will not be included in the next 
month’s issue of The Listening Post newsletter. 
Remember - KB4UT, Wayne Nelson’s Trader Net held every Tuesday night at 8:00 PM, 
on the KB4UT 146.760 repeater 
 
If you don’t hear what you want on the net, check The Listening Post.  
 
 

New ARRL Memberships and ARRL Renewal 
Memberships 

 

OARC is an ARRL Affiliated Club and can receive a commission for every new ARRL 
membership and renewal we submit to ARRL Headquarters. 

For each regular ARRL membership (never been a member of ARRL or any individual 
who has lapsed membership of two years or more) or regular ARRL Renewal (can 
renew at any time, even before their current membership term expires. 

Family, Blind or 21-and-under discounted memberships are not applicable for any 
discount. 

May not be combined with any other promotion or special offer. 

Pick up an application from Rick Peron KM4KQQ an any meeting. 
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Our Club is Growing – New Members and 
Birthdays 

(By Rick Peron, KM4KQQ, Membership Chairman) 

 
KO4TYI   Gregory Howes/General KO4ULU  Kelly Stewart/Tech 
KO4ULV  Richard Stadler/General  KO4ULW  M. Brad Coe/Tech 
KO4ULY  Scott Tanner/General N4RDS    Roger Sack/General 
KO4REZ  Bernard Soufi/General WB8PKK  Kenneth Burstall/Extra 
 
 
                                       December Birthdays 
AA4CB Chris Bloxsom AC4Y Dan Knapp 
           Thomas Woodward K9FWF Clive Frazier 
KB3ZLK Sara Woodward KB9PZF Jill Cole 
KDTVV Christopher Henrickson KG7BXS Jose Puente 
KN4NAU Theresa Corral KN4VVG Jim Carten 
N2QGV Art Gwynne W4MNN Steven Toth 
W9QK Oscar Garcia  WA2MMY Bonnie-Jo Roux 
AB1RB Robert Brooks 
                                      
                                            January Birthdays 
 
K4RSV George Presley K5EGH Elizabeth Hall 
KC2ARX Bill Adams KC9GNQ Frank Gergits 
KE4MVK Robert MacMurray KF4IMF Robert Pollack 
KJ4LYY Roger Zubarik KN4NZJ Glenn Bynes 
KN4RDD Joseph Bivins KO4KZR Zan Reynolds 
KO4SNH Robert Averill KO4ULU Kelly Stewart 
KO4ULW M. Brad Coe KS4CVS Chuck Shuler II 
N4ORQ Dick Camnitz N4RDS Roger Sack 
NM2V Lesly Saint-Victor W1AR Peggy Bivins 
WB4BKC Andrew Rusnock 
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It is with great sadness to report that Cliff Hotchkiss, KG4CWV, became a silent key in 
October 2021. Cliff volunteered with the Tailgate Committee during HamCation® for 
many years.  He was the Emergency Coordinator for Orange County ARES for several 
years, including the impact of Hurricane Charley.  Also, longtime OARC member Larry 
Carter, KV4LT, became a Silent Key on December 17th. 
 
Their passing is a great loss to the Ham community. They will be missed by many.   
Please keep the families of these Silent Keys in your thoughts and prayers. 

 
November/December Volunteer Examiner 

Report 
(by Bob Cumming, W2BZY) 

 

The Orlando Amateur Radio Club VE Team congratulates the 
following people who earned new or upgrades amateur radio 
licenses at the November 3, 2021, session: 

Amateur Extra Class    General Class   Technician Class (New) 

Dale Jason KO4SNJ  Richard Stadler KO4ULV      Kelly Stewart KO4ULU 
Gregory Howes KO4TYI  Myron Coe KO4ULW 
   Scott Tanner KO4ULY  Renaldo Hernandez KO4ULX 
      

Listen for these new hams to “get on the air” once their license is in the data base. Be 
sure to welcome them to a wonderful hobby and a whole new world!  

The Orlando Amateur Radio Club holds a Ham Radio License Exam Session the first 
Wednesday of each month just prior to our club meeting.  Testing begins at 5:30pm. 
You can always check out our website at OARC.org for the latest information. 

On Thursday morning, December 9th, the VE Team led by Bob Cumming W2BZY, met 
with Michael Thombs at the Central Florida Preparatory School in Apopka to 
administer amateur radio exams to middle school and high school students.  This 
resulted in seven (7) new technicians with call signs that are probably in the series 
KO4VG-.   
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CONGRATULATIONS to Bob Cumming, W2BZY and Val Jacyno, AK4MM for 
being recognized by the ARRL VEC Volunteer Examiner Honor Roll.  They 
were in the top 10 Volunteer Examiners in the Southeastern Division. 
(Source: December 2021, QST, pg. 84) 

FYI:  Extra Class License classes tentatively planned by The Villages Amateur Radio 
Club (TVARC).  Classes will be Monday evenings from 6:00 PM to 8:45 PM, starting 
January 31st plus a test night on March 7th, 2022. Classes will be held in the 
Eisenhower Regional Recreation Center, 3560 Buena Vista Blvd., in The Villages, 
Florida 32163. TVARC classes are completely free and open to the public, even the 
books we use are free. 

Registration: https://www.k4vrc.com/class-enrollment.html  

Extra Class Study Guide: 
https://www.k4vrc.com/uploads/7/8/8/6/78865320/extra_workshop_course_book_21
0609.pdf 

Questions / Contact Person: Brad KN9B Email: kn9b@arrl.net 

 

Weekly Radio Network Meetings 

Mon @ 20:00 147.090 
Seminole ARES Net – Except – First Monday of 
the month (146.460 Simplex) 

Tues @ 19:00 145.350 Osceola ARES Net 

Tues @ 19:30 147.195 Quarter Century Wireless Association 

Tues @ 20:00 146.760 Wayne Nelson Trader’s Net 

Wed @ 19:00 147.300 Disney Emergency Amateur Radio Service 

Wed @ 21:00 432.090 Florida Weak Signal Group 

Thur @ 19:00 443.050 Orange County ARES Net 

Thur @ 20:30 432.090 Florida Weak Signal Group 
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OARC Meetings and Events 2022  
 

January 5, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 
Program: Introduction to DMR by Tim Deagan, KJ8U 

February 2, Wednesday 
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 
Program: How to Comply with FCC RF-Exposure Rules by Ed 

Hare, W1RFI (Video presentation) 

February 11 - 13 HamCation® 2022 

March 16, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 
Program: HamCation® Wrap Up by Michael Cauley, W4ORL 

April 6, Wednesday 
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 
Program: Getting Started with Amateur Satellites by Patrick 

Stoddard, WD9EWK 

May 4, Wednesday 
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 

Program: The Death of the RS-232 Port: Welcome to LAN 
Based Integration by Michael Walker, VA3MW 

June 1, Wednesday 
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 

Program: Building out a Ham Radio Trailer by George 
Zafiropoulos, KJ6VU 

June 25-26 ARRL Field Day 
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July 6, Wednesday 
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 
Program: Expanding Youngsters on the Air by Sterling Mann, 

N0SSC 

August 3, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 

September 7, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 

October 5, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 

November 2, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds 

December 1, Saturday Holiday Party 
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Make checks payable to: 
Orlando Amateur Radio Club 

 
Mail to: 

Orlando Amateur Radio Club 
Post Office Box 574962 

Orlando FL 32857 
         
         
To have your membership card mailed to you, please include a SASE with your check. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
Rates:  Regular    [  ] 1 year $15.00   [  ] 3 years $40.00  [  ]  6 years $75.00  
 
Rates:  Family      [  ] 1 year $5.00 per family member Husband, Wife or Child under 18 
 
Rates:  Associate [  ] 1 year $15.00         Dues Total: __________ 
 
 
 
All Membership(s) will expire ONE, THREE or SIX year(s) from date paid. 
 
 
Other Club Affiliations:_______________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
   
 
     Are you an ARRL Member:  [  ]  Yes     [  ]  No 
 
 
 

OARC Membership Application 

 
Date: __/ __/20__     [  ] Regular Member   [  ] Family Member [  ] Associate Member 
                                [  ] New Membership  [  ] Renewal   [  ] CMP    
 
 
Name: ______________________________________  Call _______________  Class ______________ 
 
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City _______________________________________ State _________________ Zip  ______________ 
 
E-mail Address (print) _________________________________________________________________ 
 
(Home) Phone:  ___________________ (Cell) Phone _________________ Birth Month_____________ 

 
Name Badges:      White letters on Black background with Gold embossed OARC logo.    
 
[  ]  Regular 3” x 1.5” @ $10.00 each 
 
Name: ___________________________________  Call ______________   
 
All badges are to be picked up at the General meeting or add $3.00 for shipping & handling. 
 
Shipping & Handling:  [  ]  Yes  [  ]  No 
 
           Badges ________  S&H _________ Total ___________ 



Member Advertisements 
For OARC members only, send your business size ad to: 

LP_ads@OARC.org 
Just $10 for 12 months! 
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